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with the world becoming more connected, software becomes more and more complex. our phones, tablets, and computers all have software
that runs behind the scenes in order to make our lives easy. unfortunately, this software is not always secure. this book takes a look at the
basic concepts behind software security, and provides you with a number of resources to help you along the way. 3. operating system :an
operating system is a collection of various programs that work together to form a complete computing environment. an operating system
manages programs running on the computer and provides access to hardware. over the years, developers have built a large number of

applications. in order to run these applications, we needed an operating system. an operating system is the heart of the computer. it
manages processes running on the computer and provides access to hardware. 4. computer architecture :computer architecture is a very

interesting branch of computer science. it focuses on the mathematical and logical properties of a computer, rather than the physical
aspects, and deals with the design of computer programs. this book brings the various computer architectures available in the market to

you. it also helps you figure out which architecture you should use to maximize the performance of the software that you develop. the
diploma in computer applications (dca) is a short certification program to help students and professionals gain footing in the field of

computer applications. the course is designed to cover the major concepts related to computer operations in a short span of time. a lot of
people who are not well versed with technology struggle with the job which either leads to the inefficiency at the work or rejection during the

selection process. to give students an extra edge over others, the dca is a must-have qualification. the course duration can vary from 6-12
months. to get the certificate on the completion, various written and practical exams are taken which are either regulated by nielit or

conducted independently by the institute. whether looking to pursue a career in computer science engineering or information technology ,
the diploma can help you make a smooth transition into any of the fields by equipping youwith the intricate knowledge of computing

technologies and basics. 5ec8ef588b
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